IN honeybees sex is determined by a series of allelic genes at the sex-locus. Queens and workers are heterozygous at the sex-locus, drones are haploid or homozygous (diploid drones) but these homozygotes are lethal because the larvae are moved away by the workers leaving holes in the brood. Laidlaw et aL (1956) estimated the number of sex alleles in a population of bees to be about 12. In this note we discuss their statistical method and give some alternatives.
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The material used in the Laidlaw et al. (1956) experiment was 65 hives of a random mating population which was in connection with about 200 other hives in the surroundings. Sixty-one virgin queens from these 65 hives were inseminated with just one drone each from one colony of the same population. Brood viability tests were made revealing the number of queens with low viable brood. Low viable brood means that only about 50 per cent (or less) of the brood was alive, depending on the degree of "inbreeding" and thus the 50 per cent diploid drones which die. The queen and the drone she mated with had one sex allele in common and about half of the progeny was homozygous. If the queen and the drone had different sex alleles, the brood had nearly 100 per cent viability.
In the sequel let it be the (unknown) number of sex alleles. It can be shown that if there are n alleles in the population equilibrium is attained when all alleles have the same frequency (1/n).
In analysing the experimental outcome Laidlaw et at. first consider the maximum likelihood estimator ii = 2N/H, where N is the number of colonies out of which H show low viability. However, since this is not an unbiased estimator-in fact it has not even a finite expectation-they reject it and suggest another estimator with rather a small bias,
An approximation of the variance of n is also derived. Solving this equation and setting n equal to 2/n the following limits for n are obtained 4(x +N)/{2H + x(1 sji + 4H(N -H)/Nx)}.
With the data given by Laidlaw et ci. we then get the 95 per cent confidence limits to be TB and 251. Edwards (1972) 
The support curve is then obtained as
For the data of Laidlaw et ci. we find the 2-unit limits to be 79 and 276 and the 1-unit limits to be 91 and 220. Laidlaw et ci. (1956) is a reference commonly used to support the statement that the number of sex alleles in the honeybee is 12 (see e.g. Woyke, 1976) . However, as shown above, their experimental result is not enough to give a very precise estimate and it also indicates that the number may be essentially larger. The more sex alleles there are in a population the easier it is to plan the breeding, due to the fact that the expected frequency of homozygotes decreases when the number of alleles increases. For a brief discussion of the consequences for bee breeding see Ebbersten (1976) .
Often in statistics unbiased estimators are striven for and presumably for good reasons. But in a case like the one treated in this paper we think it is more correct to regard as the best estimate the value which is the one most supported by the experimental data, and this estimator is the maximum likelihood one. The shape of the support curve, e.g. in terms of support limits, is also of interest in getting knowledge about the true parameter value. In fact, Edwards (1972) finds the maximum likelihood point estimator unsatisfactory and that what is needed is a relative measure of support for rival hypotheses. Such a support curve he gets from the likeli-hood function. For a discussion of the method of support the reader is referred, e.g. to Barnett (1973) .
